
AT513, AT514 The Helpers. (Cf. Type 653).  

 

I. The Hero, 

(a) The hero unlike his elder brothers has been kind to an old man  

(b) who helps him provide a ship that goes both on land and water  

(c) for the building of which the king will give his daughter in marriage. —-  

(d) The hero is aided by a grateful dead man (cf Type 506).  

 

II. The Companions.  

The hero is joined one after the other by extraordinary companions:  

(a) a man so strong that he pulls up trees,  

(b) one who shoots the left eye of a fly at two miles’ distance,  

(c) a great blower,  

(d) a great hearer,  

(e) great runner,  

(f) a withstander of cold,  

(g) etc.  

 

III. Help of the Companions.  

They help the hero  

(a) defeat the princess in a race for her hand,  

(b) perform tasks set by the king or enchantress:  

(c) eating,  

(d) drinking,  

(e) withstanding cold,  

(f) carrying off money,  

(g) bringing a ring from the sea,  

(h) guarding a maiden,  

(i) bringing a maiden,  



(j) bringing a magic remedy,  

(k) annihilating a pursuing army,  

etc.  

 

 

  



Motifs:  

 

I.  

[Q2] Kind and unkind.  

[L13] Compassionate youngest son.  

[N825.2] Help from old man.  

[D1533.1.1] Magic land and water ship.  

[H335] Tasks assigned suitors. Bride as prize for accomplishment.  

[H331] Suitor contest: bride offered as prize.  

[H972] Tasks accomplished with help of grateful dead.  

 

II.  

[F601] Extraoidinary companions. A group of men with extraordinary powers travel together.  

[F621] Strong man: tree-puller. Can uproot all trees.  

[F622] Mighty blower. Man turns mill with his blowing.  

[F661.5.3] Skillful marksman shoots left eye of fly at two miles.  

[F641.1] Man can hear grass (wool) grow.  

[F641.2] Man can hear ant leave nest filty miles away.  

[F641.3] Alan can hear one sleeping by putting ear to ground.  

[F681.1] Marvellous runner keeps leg tied up. To prevent him him from running away.  

[F685] Marvellous withstander of cold.  

[F633] Mighty drink.er. Drinks up whole pool of water, or the like.  

[F632] Mighty eater. Eats whole ox at a time, or the like.  

[D2144.1.2] Man with power to make everything freeze wears cap over his ear to prevent this.  

 

III.  

[F601.2] Extraordinary companions help hero in suitor tests.  

[H331.5.1] Race with princess for her hand.  

[F601.1] Extraordinary companions perform hero’s tasks.  



[H1450.1] Waking contest.  

[H1114] Task: eating enormous amount.  

[H1142] Task: drinking enormous amount.  

[H1512] Cold test. Attempt to freeze hero to death.  

[H1511] Heat test. Attempt to kill hero by burning him in fire.  

[H1127] Task: carrying off huge quantity of money.  

[H1132.1] Task: recovering lost object from sea.  

[H1132.1.1] Task: recovering lost ring from sea.  

[H1324] Quest for marvelous remedy.  

[D1240] Magic waters and medicines.  

[H1135] Task: annihilating (overcoming) army single-handed.  

[L161] Lowly hero marries princess.  

 

 

  



{AT513} The Extraordinary Companions.  
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(a) The hero unlike his elder brothers has been kind to an old man  

(b) who helps him provide a ship that goes both on land and water  

(c) for the building of which the king will give his daughter in marriage. —-  

(d) The hero is aided by a grateful dead man (cf Type 506).  

 

II. The Companions.  
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Motifs:  

 

I.  

[Q2] Kind and unkind.  

[L13] Compassionate youngest son.  

[N825.2] Help from old man.  

[D1533.1.1] Magic land and water ship.  

[H335] Tasks assigned suitors. Bride as prize for accomplishment.  

[H331] Suitor contest: bride offered as prize.  

[H972] Tasks accomplished with help of grateful dead.  
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[F601] Extraoidinary companions. A group of men with extraordinary powers travel together.  

[F621] Strong man: tree-puller. Can uproot all trees.  

[F622] Mighty blower. Man turns mill with his blowing.  
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III.  

[F601.2] Extraordinary companions help hero in suitor tests.  

[H331.5.1] Race with princess for her hand.  

[F601.1] Extraordinary companions perform hero’s tasks.  



[H1450.1] Waking contest.  

[H1114] Task: eating enormous amount.  

[H1142] Task: drinking enormous amount.  

[H1512] Cold test. Attempt to freeze hero to death.  

[H1511] Heat test. Attempt to kill hero by burning him in fire.  

[H1127] Task: carrying off huge quantity of money.  

[H1132.1] Task: recovering lost object from sea.  

[H1132.1.1] Task: recovering lost ring from sea.  

[H1324] Quest for marvelous remedy.  

[D1240] Magic waters and medicines.  

[H1135] Task: annihilating (overcoming) army single-handed.  

[L161] Lowly hero marries princess.  

 

Cf. Types 301B, 571.  
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{AT513A} Six Go through the Whole World.  

 

The helpers perform various deeds for the hero at the king’s court.  

 

See analysis (513, 514): II; III. See also references to Type 513.  
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{AT513B} The Land and Water Ship.  

 

See analysis (513, 514): I a, b, c, (d); II; III. .  
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{AT513C} The Son of the Hunter.  

 

I. The Worker's Secret.  

A mother reluctantly lets her son know that his father has been a hunter. The son becomes a hunter and 

is persecuted by a courtier who hated his father.  

 

II. The Tasks.  

The boy is assigned difficult tasks at the courtier’s suggestion [H911] :  

(a) to build a castle of ivory (done by pouring wine in lake where elephants bathe and intoxicating 

them);  

(b) other tasks;  

(c) bringing a distant object to the king (done with the help of extraordinary companions [F601.1] ).  

 

III. Marriage to Princess.  
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{AT513C*} The Seven Magic Talents.  

 

A king offers daughter for marriage to gain an heir to his throne. The princess chooses a handsome 

prince who is killed by a Moor.  

The princess is taken captive, but she plans to get the better of the Moor and returns his love. She 

sends word to her father by birds that she is still alive, but will have to be rescued by a widow’s seven 

sons. An orphan finds a widow and seven sons, each of whom has a magic talent. With the help of the 

seven sons, the orphan rescues the princess. The Moor recovers her, but he and the princess are killed. 

The princess is revived by one of the seven sons and returned to the king.  

The prince who was killed by the Moor is also revived and marries the princess. The king rewards the 

orphan and the seven sons.  
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